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KING LEAR
AND
"THE TASTE OF THE AGE,"
1681-1838
Jack Lynch

o judge by the treatment King Lear received in the
(
/
long eighteenth century, we might want to conclude
^
that audiences and critics disliked the play. The
complaints, after all, were many. Cordelia's response to Lear's question
was harsh and unmotivated; the Gloucester plot distracted attention
from the story; Gloucester's leap from Dover Cliff was preposterous;
Edgar's feigned madness was merely risible; Lear's demented raving
was sometimes obscene; the deaths of Lear and especially Cordelia
violated poetic justice; the Fool detracted from the dignity of the
tragedy. And thesewere not minor blemishes that might be overlooked,
but defects so serious that many found Shakespeare's play unwatchable.
Nahum Tate thought much "was wanting in the Regularity and
Probability of the Tale"; Samuel Johnson thought "the extrusion of
Gloucester's eyes" was "an act too horrid to be endured in dramatick
exhibition";Joseph Warton regretted the"considerable imperfections"
that destroyed "the unity of the fahle"; and Thomas Davies found the
tragic conclusion so excessive as to border on farce: "The slaughter of
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characters in the last act...too much resembles the conclusion of Tom
Thumb."'
And yet, for all its flaws, there was something irresistible about
King Lear, for all its faults, it remained a masterpiece. Johnson noted,
"There is perhaps no play which keeps the attention so strongly fixed;
which so much agitates our passions and interests our curiosity," and
Davies said it was "universally esteemed to be one of Shakspeare's
noblest productions." As the eighteenth century turned into the
nineteenth, the veneration only became even more extravagant. Samuel
Taylor Coleridge included it among "the Plays w*" might be considered
as the greatest works of our immortal poet viz: Macbeth, King Lear,
Hamlet" and Percy Bysshe Shelley called it "the most perfect specimen
of the dramatic art existing in the world."^
If the play could be neither enjoyed nor ignored, then only one
course remained.
underwent more extensive adaptations by more
writers than any play in the Shakespearean canon. It was edited,
rearranged, paraphrased, expurgated, and forged so extensively that the
Lear-we know is sometimes hard to recognize in its eighteenth-century
incarnations. By the time most of the rewritings had come to an end,
Charles Lamb could look back on them with loathing: "Tate has put his
hook into the nostrils of this Leviathan, for Garrick and his followers,
the showmen of the scene, to draw the mighty beast about more
easily." Later writers shared his disgust. Frederick Kilbourne's account
of Tate's version is typical—"bungling," 'lame," an "everlasting
disgrace"—and Hazelton Spencer called "the so-called happy ending"
the "Worst of all." For a long time no one bothered to ask why
virtually all readers saw Lear as a dangerous beast that had to be drawn
about with care. Things began to change only in the 1950s, when

' Nahum Tate, The Histoiy of King Lear Qjondon, 1681), sig. AS"; Samuel Johnson, ed.. The
Works of William Shakespeare,i-voh. (London, 1765), 6:159, reprinted in The Ya/e Edition of the
Works of Samuel Johnson, 13 vols, to date (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958-), 8:703;
Joseph Warburton, The Adventurer, 2 vols. (London, 1753-4), 2:312;Thomas Davies, Dramatic
Miscellanies: ConsistingofCriticalObservations onSeveralPlofs ofShakspeare,3 vols. (London,1783),
2:266.
^Johnson, ed.. Works, 6:158 (Yale Works, 8:702); Davies, Dramatic Miscellanies, 2:258; Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, Lectures 1808—1819 on Literature, ed. R. A. Foakes, vols. 5 and 6 of The
Collected Works of Samuel TcfflorColeridge (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 5:253;
Shelley, Defence of Poetiy, in The Complete Works of Perg Bysshe Shelly, ed. Roger Ingpen and
Walter E. Peck, 10 vols. (London: Ernest Benn, 1930), 7:120.
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George C. Branam found in the adaptations "a kind of laboratory
manual of the diction, dramatic theory,and dramatic practice of the age
in which they were written," and vowed not "to exclaim at the
presumption and bad taste of a vitiated age, but to seek comprehen
sion." The finger wagging and tongue clucking still persist among many
readers, but most specialists strive to be more open-minded and
attentive to what these curiosities can teach us. Jean Marsden, for
instance, calls these versions "more than an embarrassing group of
obscure plays symboli2ing the Enlightenment's poetic bad taste," and
notes that "they are also a manifestation of that period's perception of
Shakespeare."'
Perhaps the strangest fact that we have to address is the apparent
contradiction between the universal protestations about Shakespeare's
greatness and theapparent disregard for his words—the unaccountable
blend of reverence and recklessness that marks so many eighteenthcentury versions of the play. Nearly everyone who altered his text
claimed to berather than
Shakespeare, not destroying
but saving him. In this essay I collect a number of statements about
Lear hom the Restoration through the early nineteenth century, and try
to listen sympathetically to the reasons and justifications offered by the
revisers. My reason for repeating some of the more familiar material is
not simply to rehash critical commonplaces, but to lay out the evidence
in the interest of making a larger case—to show not only how they led
Leviathan, but to suggest how they justified it to themselves.

Modification of the play can take many forms, ranging from minor
tinkering to wholesale reconstruction. Between the extreme cases of the

' Charles Lamb, The Works of Charles andMaiy Lamb, ed. E. V. Lucas, 7 vols. (New York: G.P.
Putnam, 1903-05), 1:107, alluding toJob 41:1-2; Frederick Wilkinson Kilbourne, Alterations
andAdaptations of Shakespeare (Boston: Poet Lore Company Publishers, 1906), 158,168,172;
Hazelton Spencer, Shakespeare Improved: The Restoration Versions in Quarto and on the Stage
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1927), 252; George C. Branam, Eighteenth-Centuiy
Adaptations ofShakespearean Trage/fy (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1956), v; Jean Marsden, The Re-Imaffned Text: Shakepeare, AdeptaHon, and Eighteenth-Century
Literary Theory (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1995), 1.
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type facsimile on the one hand and the work "inspired" or "influenced"
by Lear on the other, it can be difficult to say exacdy where acceptable
emendation ends and unwarranted meddling begins.* Perhaps the
mildest kind of revision that deserves attention is textual criticism.
Extended editorial attention to modern vernacular works is an
eighteenth-century phenomenon—^Nicholas Rowe's edition of
Shakespeare in 1709 is as good an inaugural date as any—when classical
methods were first applied to modern texts.® All the editors agreed that
considerable emendation was necessary because of the sorry state of
Shakespeare's text. As early as 1623, Heminge and CondeU explained
in the First Folio that readers had been "abus'd with diuerse stolne, and
surreptitious copies, maimed, and deformed by the frauds and stealthes
of iniurious impostors."® And if Shakespeare's text was bad, Learsfms
especially troublesome. The First Quarto of 1608 is notoriously messy,
and a Second Quarto of 1619, falsely dated 1608, left early editors
unsure of which had priority. To make matters worse,
presents us
with some of the most complicated variants between the Quarto and
Folio versions of any play.
Editors groused endlessly about these "corruptions," which were
supposed to be worse in Shakespeare than in any other author. Lewis
Theobald worried that "we have scarce any Book in the English Tongue
naore fertile of Errors." Similar lamentations appear in Thomas
Hanmer ("The works of this Author...were more injured and abused
than perhaps any that ever pass'd the Press"); Zachary Grey ("No
dramaticpoet...has had the hard fate of our author"); William Warbur ton
("no classic Author, after having run ten secular Stages thro' the blind
Cloisters of Monks and Canons, ever came out in half so maimed and
mangled a Condition"); and Samuel Johnson ("It is not easy for
invention to bring together so many causes concurring to vitiate a
text").'
The first type facsimile of the First Folio was Mr. WilRamShakespeares Comedies, Histories, e!r
Tragedies, ed. Francis Douce (London: E. and J. Wright, 1807).
' Rowe's was the first edition to bear an editor's name and to make claims about its methods.
On the editorial tradition, see PeterSeary, heads Theobald and the Editing ofShakespeare (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1990) and Marcus Walsh, Shakespeare, Milton, andEighteenthXtentmyUteratj
Editing:TheBeginningsofInterpretativeScholarship (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press,1997).
' Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies (London, 1623), sig. A3'.
' Lewis Theobald, Shakespeare Restored (London,1726), i; The Works ofShakespear, ed. Thomas
Hanmer, 6 vols. (Oxford,1744), l:ii; Zachary Grey,Critical, Historical, andExplanatory Motes on
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Early printers received much of the blame. Rowe took "some Care
to redeem [Shakespeare] from the Injuries of former Impressions."
Pope refers more harshly to "the many blunders and illiteracies of the
first Publishers of his works," whose "ignorance shines almost in every
page." Even worse than the printers, though, were the actors. "Those
almost innumerable Errors," writes Pope, "have risen from...ignorance
of the Players, both as his actors, and as his editors." Theobald too
blames the "many Chasms,and Incoherences in the Sense and Matter"
on the players.® Half a century later, Steevens dismisses an inelegant
and unnecessary phrase as "probably the interpolation of some
player,.. .better omitted."' And so editors worked to "restore" the
mutilated text. Already by Pope's day, the ideal of reconstructing
Shakespeare's own words received at least hp-service, even if his
emendations, especially regularizing the meter and rejectingindecorous
passages, often strike moderns as perverse. However careless the
editorial changes may seem, though, they were always justified as
minimally intrusive.
Verbal emendations are typical of ah the plays in the canon, but
Lgar was unusual in at least one respect; the First Quarto contains
about 285 lines not in the First Foho, and the Foho contains about 115
fines not in the Quarto. It was Pope who first combined readings from
both texts to create an omnibus or eclectic version, one in which no
scrap of Shakespeare's genius was allowed to go to waste.'® Theobald
foUowed Pope and sought to defend the practice as a prudent restoraShakespeare, with Emendations of the Text and Metre, 2 vols. (London, 1754), l:i; The Works of
Shakespear, ed. William Warburton, 8 vols. (London, 1747), 1:vii; Johnson, "Proposals for
Printing, by Subscription, the Dramatick Works of William Shakespeare," Yale Works, 7:52.
' The Works of WiMam Shakespeare, ed. Nicholas Rowe, 7 vols. (London, 1709-10), l:sig. A2';
The Prose Works of Alexander Pope, vol. 2, TheMajor Works, 1725-1744, ed. Rosemary Cowler
(Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books,1986), 2:20-1; The Worksof Shakespeare,ed. Lewis Theobald,
7 vols. (London, 1733), l:xxxviii.
' The Plays of William Shakespeare, ed. Samuel Johnson, rev. George Steevens, 5th ed., 21 vols.
(London, 1803), 17:565n, on IV.vii.61 ("not an hour more nor less"). For consistency's sake,
since lineation and scene division vary from text to text, I refer to the play by act, scene, and
line numbers from the third edition of the Arden Shakespeare, Ting l^ar, ed. R. A. Foakes
(Walton on Thames: Thomas Nelson and Sons,1997). Eighteenth-century editions are cited
by editors' names and volume and page number.
Steven Utkowitz recounts the history of eclectic editions in "The Base Shall to th'
Legitimate': The Growth ofan Editorial Tradition," hnThe Divisionofthe Kingdoms:Shakespeare's
Two Versions of King Lear, ed. Gary Taylor and Michael Warren (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1983), 23-43.
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tion of an earlier but now lost text. He introduces the Fool's four-line
Quarto speech beginning "That Lord that counsel'd thee" (I.iv.137-40)
into the Folio text, explaining that "surely, the Retrenchment...by the
Players was very injudicious" {Works,ed. Theobald, 5:125 n). Actors are
also blamed for cutting from the Folio Edmund's lines to Albany and
Regan beginning "At this time" (Viii.55-60): "These very necessary
Lines I have restor'd from the Old 4to. and they were, certainly, first
left out by the Indiscretion of the T'lajeri' {Works, ed. Theobald, 5:208
n).
The real reason for these changes, though, was often not princi
pled but aesthetic. Pope's practice of "degrading" passages to the foot
of the page according to his subjective sense of what sounds Shake
spearean is well-known and earned Theobald's censure. But even
Theobald, though less given to such judgments than his hated rival,
often did the same thing. The servants' conversation after Gloucester's
blinding (Ill.vii.98- 106), for example, does not appear in the Folio.
"This short Dialogue," writes Theobald, "I have restored from the Old
Quarto, because I think it full of Nature" {Works, ed. Theobald, 5:176
n). Similar reasons abound in each editor's defenses of his text. The
better reading—the more comprehensible, more consistent, and more
beautiful one—^must be Shakespeare's; if there was no good reason to
say so, some mechanism to account for textual imperfections had to he
imagined. The invention of a means of corruption without any
empirical evidence tells us how far editors were willing to go to defend
their preferences while holding on to the notion that they were
restoring, not modifying.
Such thinking justified even extensive editorial changes. Ambrose
Eccles thinks "it somewhat doubtful whether [Shakespeare] himself
had, in all cases, a clear comprehension of the succession of events" in
his plays. He therefore offers a fairly radical change, "a transposition of
the scenes, in a few places, from that order in which they have been
handed down by successive editions." Edmund's soliloquy (I.ii) is
moved to the beginning of the second act; in the fourth act, the fiftii
scene is placed before the third. And yet he insists that it is defensible
"if it be considered in what a disorderly and neglected state this
author's pieces are reported to have been left by bim, and how little
certainty there is that the scenes have hitherto preserved their original
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arrangement."'' Shakespeare intended the most pleasing and rational
order of his scenes; if they don't appear in that order, something must
have gone awry after the play left his hands. The editor is not merely
permitted but obliged to put it right.
A simple guiding principle is behind such emendations: whatever
is imperfect is not Shakespeare. The eighteenth-century editors
universally declare their determination to save Shakespeare, whether
from actors, booksellers, censors, or earlier editors. The talk is never of
changing but of restoring Shakespeare's text, and even those who
introduce the most conjectural of conjectural emendations themselves
can still chide their rivals for recklessly altering the sacred text. Sacred
is the right word: Pope professes "a religious abhorrence of all Innova
tion" (P^ose Works, 2:24), while Theobald declares that Shakespeare's
"genuine Text is religiously adher'd to" {Works, ed. Theobald, l:xl).

However eccentric these textual emendations may bein practice, we are
at least sympathetic with their professed intention of uncovering the
pure authorial text and saving Shakespeare from incompetent actors
and printers. How, though, to explain those revisions that left the
original text far behind? The quest for accurate texts makes for an odd
juxtaposition with the stage tradition, where fidelity to authorial
originals seems to have been no one's concern.
The situation is clearest in l^ar, which was not among the more
popular Shakespearean plays on the early Restoration stage. Only after
1681, when Nahum Tate produced themost infamous of all reworkings
of Shakespeare, did it become a hit. In Tate's version whole scenes are
moved, added, and deleted, and hardly a line goes unaltered. Neither
the King of France nor the Fool appears; Edgar and Cordelia are
secretly in love; Cordelia and her maid Arante, traveling in disguise and
molested by Edmund's ruffians, are rescued by Edgar; in the prison

" The Phffs of hear and CymbeBne.. .mith the Notes and lUustraBons of Various Commentators, ed.
Ambrose Eccles, 2 vols. (London, 1801), l:xiv, xvi-xvii. In this he follows Pope, who
suggested that in the sloppy Folio, "Sometimes the scenes are transposed and shuffled
backward and forward" {Prose Works,2:22).
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camp, Lear and Cordelia .survive; she becomes queen and is betrothed
to Edgar.
Not everyone approved. As early as 1711, Joseph Addison
complained that Tate had defaced a masterpiece: "King hear is an
admirable Tragedy...as Shakespear wrote it; but as it is reformed
according to the chymerical Notion of poetical Justice, in my humble
Opinion it has lost half its Beauty."^^A centurylater Lamb complained,
"It is not enough that CordeUa is a daughter, she must shine as a lover
too....A happy ending!" (Works, 1:107). Still, Tate's verdict was not
idiosyncratic, and many of the best critics condoned his version or
something like it. Charles Gildon argued that "Mr Tate has very justly
alter'd that particular, which must disgust the Reader and Audience to
have Vertue and Piety meet so unjust a Reward" {Wor^, ed. Rowe,
7:406), and Lewis Theobald agreed: "Cordelia and Lear ought to have
surviv'd, as Mr. Tate has made them."" Thomas Davies offers
irrefutable empirical evidence about the play's reception: "Successive
audiences, by their persevering approbation, have justified the happy
ending of this tragedy" {Dramatic Miscellanies, 2:326). Or, as Johnson
puts it, "the publick has decided. Cordelia, from the time of Tate, has
always retired with victory and felicity" (Works, ed. Johnson, 6:159
[Yale Works, 8:704]). They were right: Tate's happy ending famously
held the stage from 1681 to 1823.
The happy ending was Tate's most lasting contribution, but not aU
his changes were as weU received. By the middle of the century, as
reverence for Shakespeare grew, some questioned the advisability of
changing the play so radically. David Garrick, for instance, was urged,
"Why will you do so great an injxiry to Shakespeare, as to perform
Tate's execrable version of him?—^read and consider the two plays
seriously, and then make the public and the memory of the authors
some amends, by giving us Lear in the Original."" Garrick rejected the
advice, but George Colman took at least some of it. He justified his
new version of Learveith the assertion that "it is generally agreed, that
Tate's alteration is for the worse"—^though there seems to be no such

"Joseph Addison, Tbe Spectator, ed. Donald F. Bond, 5 vols. (Oxford: Qarendon Press 1965),
1:170.
" Lewis Theobald, Censor 10, died in Branam, Eighteenth-Century Ads^taPons, 55.
"An Examen ofthe NewCorrte^, CaU'dTheSuspidous Htuband(London, 1747);died inBranam,
Eighteenth-Century Adcptadoru, 50.
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general agreement—and restored much of Shakespeare's plot and
language to the first four acts of the play. Still, the Fool continues
absent and Tate's happy ending remains.'^ The original
returned
to the stage only in the nineteenth century, when Edmund Kean
restored the tragic ending in 1823 and William Charles Macready
hesitantly re-introduced the Fool in 1838. But survivals of Tate's
version persisted even after 1838: Edwin Forrest's acting text of 1860
includes the scene in which Edgar rescues Arante and Cordelia from
ruffians.
As reverence for Shakespeare's words grew, it became harder to
justify rewritings like Tate's, and yet the faults continued to rankle with
most readers. One creative late-century solution was to "discover" the
original manuscript of the play, in which Shakespeare's genius had not
been distorted by ignorant actors and booksellers. On 3January 1795,
Samuel Ireland recorded in his journal, "This day my Son informed me
in Confidence, that y^ Gent" had shewn him...the Tragedy of King
Lear...all in y' hand writing of Shakspeare."'^ A year later William
Henry Ireland's forged Lear-was published in a diplomatic transcript as
Shakespeare's. Many were convinced the newly discovered manuscript
was superior to the printed text, proof that incompetent actors and
printers had manhandled the original. Francis Webb summarizes the
opinion of many who inspected this "original": "these alterations
[supposedly made by the printers to the original Lear] were for the
worse"; "We shall perceive how it lost in [the printed copies] its purity,
energy, & spirit" (BL Add. MS 30,346, ff.98''-99'). The Oracle agreed,
writing, "Our suspicions of the //rraZ/ow passages are confirmed by this
original—they are not SHAKSPEARE'S; but the foisted impurities of
buffoons upon the Theatre."" Shakespeare was untouched—^his genius
was undefiled.
Since this Lear was pure Shakespeare, fidelity became the great
concern and editorial adjustments were no longer to be tolerated. Not

" George Colman, TheHistoiyofKingLear, as It Is Performed at the Theatre Rq^al in Covent Garden
(London, 1768), iii. Garrick gave some thought to restoring the Fool; see Davies, Dramatic
Miscellanies, 2:267. In The Dramatic Censor; or, Critical Companion, 2 vols. (London, 1770),
1:352-77, Francis Gentleman offers compararive reviews of Shakespeare, Tate, and Colman,
and proposes some alterations of his own.
" British Library Add. MS 30,346, ff. 28'-29'.
" The Oracle, 28 February 1796, bound in BL Add. MS 30,347, f.8'.
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only was the entire play presented without punctuation in what passes
for original spelling, but it was accompanied by engraved facsimiles of
what purports to be the master's hand. The forgery revealed that some
passages were completely rewritten by the actors, such as Kent's
closing speech;
Thanks Sir butte I goe toe thatte unknowne Land
Thatte Chaynes each Pilgrim faste within its Soyle
Bye livynge menne mouste shunnd mouste dreadedde
Stille mye goode masterre thys same Journey tooke
He calls mee I amme contente ande strayghte obeye
Thenne farewelle Worlde the busye Sceane is done
Kente livd mouste true Kente dyes mouste lyke a Manne'®
Never mind the metrical incompetence in these ostensible originals,
with the implication that early printers actually improved his verse: in
1796, only pedantic spoilsports worried about such things. "It at once
converted the PLAYERS into the most elaborate and polished masters
of versification," objected one skeptic, "and SHAKSPEARE into a writer
without the necessary ear for rhythm—Aman who produced a series of
harmonious versification by chance."'' Exacdy so, said the papers'
defenders: the Bard did not count syllables on his fingers. In Pope's day
saving Shakespeare's text meant saving it from those who spoiled his
meter; in Ireland's it meant saving it from those who would regularize
it.
Not all the rewritings were as intrusive as Ireland's, Tate's, or even
Colman's. Beginning in 1807, Thomas and Henrietta Maria Bowdler
published The Family Shakspeare, stripping the plays of all indecency.^
They were not the first to clean up hear. Tate's rewriting is far more
decorous than Shakespeare's original; Colman's version omits the
bawdy puns ("I cannot conceive you" [I.i.ll]) and Lear's obscene

" William Henry Ireland, Miscellaneous Peters and Legal Instruments under the Hand and Seal of
William Shakespeare (London, 1796), 107.
"James Boaden, A Letter to George Steevens, Esq., Containing a Critical Examination of the Papers
of Shakspeare; Published ir/Mr Samuellreland (London, 1796), 7.
^ The Family Shakspeare: In Which Nothing Is Added to the Original Text, but Those Words and
Expressions Are OmittedWhichCannot withProprietyBePeadinaFamily, ed. Thomas Bowdler [and
Henrietta Maria Bowdler], 10 vols. (London, 1818-20).
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ravings ("Let copulation thrive" [rV.vi.ll2]); and Eccles advertised his
"new-modelling" of Shakespeare's "phraseology, so as a little to
smooth and soften his uncouth asperities" (Lear and Cymbeline, ed.
Eccles, l:ix). The Family Shakspeare, though, was the most explicit in its
intention and the most single-minded in its dedication. Gloucester's
jokes about Edmund's conception ("I cannot conceive you.... husband
for her bed" [I.i.11-15]) are cut, as is the reference to the "good sport
at his making" (I.i.22). There is no indication that Edmund is a
bastard—neither in this scene nor in the next, where the Bowdlers cut
the six lines from "Base, base?" to "Got 'tween a sleep and wake"
(l.ii.10-15). Many of the Fool's lines are likewise removed: "for when
thou gav'st them the rod and putt'st down thine own breeches"
(I.iv.l65) is lost, as is the entirety of one of his bawdier speeches: "The
codpiece that will house / Before the head has any, / The head and he
shall louse: / So beggars marry many" (III.ii.27-30).

Unable to reconcile the reverent posturing in the editions with the
foolhardy butchering in the adaptations, modern readers incline to
accuse the eighteenth-century revisers of hypocrisy. It is easy to
imagine a compositor who cannot read Shakespeare's handwriting or
an actor tampering with a fewlines. It is at least conceivable that Eccles
was undoing the damage caused by an inattentive printer who rear
ranged the scenes. But who could argue in good faith that the tragic
conclusion, the Fool, or Gloucester's blinding and supposed leap from
Dover cliff were somehow inadvertently introduced into a pure
authorial text? The position that whatever is imperfect is not Shake
speare's is far harder to maintain in the theatrical adaptations than in
the editions.
But maintain it they did. Of course no one suggested that the same
things that caused literal errors could result in violations of poetic
justice or decorum. True, Pope somehow blames not Shakespeare but
the printers for "those palpable blunders of Hector's o^oiLag Aristotle'
in Troilus and Cressida (Prose Works,2:20), and the actors, the bane of the
eighteenth-century editors, are held indirectly liable for many blem
ishes. Since "Stage-Poetry" depended "upon the Common Suf-
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frage...Shakespear...6ke.ctc.d his endeavoms solely to hit the taste and
humour that then prevailed" {Prose Works, 2:15). Although the actors
did not mangle Shakespeare's pure text, they influenced its creation.
Besides, "Shakespear\f2is an Actor," John Dennis reminds us, and the
"FeUow-Actors" he consulted were likely none too bright. On matters
of poetry and dramaturgy, they "were not qualify'd to advise him."^'
The players could be held accountable for only so many of these
large-scale faults. A more important kind of blame was placed not
merely on Shakespeare's unqualified colleagues but on aU his contem
poraries. In this version of the story, which was remarkably popular
throughout the eighteenth century, the faults are attributed hardly at all
to Shakespeare, and only partly to printers and actors—^instead, they are
charged mostly upon his entire age. This claim depends on a few
important shifts. The first was a sense that Shakespeare's age was no
longer "modern," that eighteenth-century Britons thought of their own
age as distinct from Shakespeare's. The second was the rise of
historicist criticism of vernacular works, which allowed eighteenthcentury critics to read Shakespeare as a specifically sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century writer, and to judge him accordingly.^
Johnson summarizes a widespread opinion about Shakespeare's
century: "The English nation, in the time oi Shakespeare, was yet
struggling to emerge from barbarity" (Works, ed. Johnson, l:xxii [Yale
Works, 7:81]). If so, then adapters could see their job as assisting
Shakespeare in doing what he was doing already—emerging from
barbarity. To lend him a helping hand by drawing his works even
further from medieval and Elizabethan barbarity did not contradict his
wishes but fulfiU them. Elizabeth Montagu makes the point: "though
our author, from want of delicacy or from a desire to please the
popular taste, thought he had done well when he faithfully copied
nature, or represented customs, it will appear to politer times the error
of an untutored mind."^^ It only makes sense to tutor his mind, to free

John Dennis, The CriticalWorks ofJohn Dennis, ed. Edward Niles Hooker,2 vols. (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1943), 2:15-6.
^ I discuss these topics in The Ate of Elizabeth in the Aee of Johnson (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), 7-8,44-7.
" Elizabeth Montagu, An Esscff on the Writings and Genius of Shakespear, Compared ndth the Greek
and Erench Dramatic Poets (London, 1769), 18.
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him from the tyranny of "popular taste," and to help him to copy
nature.
The attitude implies that eighteenth-century taste was more true
than sixteenth- or seventeenth-century taste, which of course depends
on an extravagant confidence in the virtues of the present and its
superiority over the past—a confidence that at least the early part of
the period had in abundance. Dryden, for example, writes that
Elizabethan authors, "had they hv'd now, had doubtless written more
correctly." Charles Gildon insists in 1710 that "our very Farce Writers
deserve more Esteem, than the...Plays of an hundred Years ago."^'*
The attitude declined over the time, so that by the last third of the
eighteenth century it was common to bemoan the passing of a great
age. But it survived long enough to influence interpretation of
Shakespeare.
Audiences were prepared to make considerable allowances for the
barbarism of Shakespeare's time, and gave him a more tolerant and
generous reception because of his antiquity. After the failure of
Ireland's Vortigern, for example, Henry Mackenzie wrote that "its want
of Success in y® Representation, is far from being conclusive with me
as to it's being or not being from the Pen of Shakespeare;.. .1 am fully
of the belief that more than one of his legitimate Compositions, if now
play'd for the first Time, would meet with the Fate of Vortigern."^' It
may sound unorthodox, but even so imposing a critic as Samuel
Johnson makes almost the same point. "A poet who should now make
the whole action of his tragedy depend upon enchantment," he writes
of Macbeth, "would be banished from the theatre to the nursery" (Yale
Works, 7:3). Theobald too says Shakespeare "sometimes stands in Need
of our Indulgence" ()Works, ed. Theobald, l:xvi) because of the
limitations of his times.
The virtues, then, were Shakespeare's; the vices belonged to his
age. Dennis expresses this view most clearly: Shakespeare's "Beauties
were entirely his own, and owing to the Force of his own Nature;

John Dryden, "Defence of the Epilogue," in The Works of ]ohn Dryden, ed. Edward Niles,
Hooker and H. T. Swedenborg, Jr., 20 vols. (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1956-), 11:210; Chules Gildon, The Ufe of Mr. Thomas Be/terion (London,
1710), 174.
" Henry Mackenzie to George Chalmers, 11 April 1796, Rosenbach Museum & Library,
Philadelphia, ELS f.I65i MS4 vol 5.
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whereas his Faults were owing to his Education, and to the Age that he
liv'd in" [Critical Works, 2:4). Likewise George Sewell: "Yet, you great
Judges, sometimes wink at Crimes, / Most were not his, but Errors of
the Times."^® Once this principle was established, eighteenth-century
audiences could blame virtually everything that struck them as a
blemish in Shakespeare's works on his age. Accordingly, whenever
Theobald sees a fault, he "would willingly impute it to a Vice of his
Times... .His Clinches,falseWit, and descending beneath himself, seem to
be a Deference paid to reigningBarbarisrtf' [Works, ed. Theobald, l:xvi).
As it turns out, this sort of claim could authorize even major changes.
After quoting from Theobald, an anonymous writer in The DailyJournal
suggests that Shakespeare's "Amenders" should "let his Clinches, false
Wit, &c. be the Object of their Amendment," and advises that, "Where
a grave Scene is interrupted by a low Vein of Humour,.. .let the Shears
be applied without Fear."^^ After all, Shakespeare's errors weren't really
his own, and cutting them just gives us a purer text. "By contagion, or
from complaisance to the taste of the public," writes Elizabeth
Montagu, "Shakespear falls sometimes into the fashionable mode of
writing: but this is only by fits" [Essey on the Writings and Genius of
Shakespear, 10). "Only by fits"—^in these objectionable passages
Shakespeare is not really himself. His true nature is better than that,
closer to eighteenth-century taste; removing these "fits" is justified
because it brings Shakespeare's texts closer to what he himself would
have wanted. William Kenrick agrees: "the necessity of accommodating
himself...so frequendy to the humour and taste of the times, had
rendered a practice habitual to him, which his own better taste and
judgment could not fail to condemn."^ Given the benefit of hindsight,
Shakespeare would have seen his faults for what they were; given the
chance, he would have abandoned them. So in Adventurer 90, Colman
describes a dream vision in which the world's great authors gather to
give up"the exceptionable parts of their works." There "SHAKESPEARE
carried to the altar a long string of puns, marked 'The Taste of the
Age,' a small parcel of bombast, and a pretty large bundle of incorrect
ness"
2:118).
^ Sewell, quoted in Wasserman, EH^^bethan Poetryin the EighUenth Century (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1947), 13.
, The Daiff JoumalS9\9 (11 February 1737).
^ William Kenrick, The Monthly Reineto 33 (1765): 293.
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What was remarkable about Shakespeare, commentators agreed,
was that be rose above bis contemporaries and transcended the
limitations of bis age. "I must always think our Author a Miracle,"
writes SeweU, "for the Age be liv'd in." Hume agrees: "If Shakespeare
be considered as a MAN, born in a rude age, and educated in the lowest
manner,... be may be regarded as a prodigy." Shakespeare is miraculous
for anticipating eighteenth-century taste, at least when be is most true
to himself. He must have known bis faults were faults, as William
Guthrie tells us: "bis Merry Wives of Windsor demonstrates bow much
he acted against bis better judgment, when be stretched bis wings into
the extravagance of popular prepossessions." Since bis "better judg
ment" was so sound, be would even have sanctioned theimprovements
later writers made to bis plays. Eli2a Haywood finds it "not to be
doubted" that, bad Shakespeare seen Otway's Caius Marius, an
improvement of 'Romeo andJuliet, be "would have been highly thankful
and satisfied with it."^' Gentleman likewise invokes Shakespeare's
authority for bis proposed revisions to Lear, as if he should rise from
the grave to thank bis revisers: "if SHAKESPEARE, that competent and
Uberal judge of human nature, was alive, he would consider this
addition as an ornament also" {Dramatic Censor,1:362). Pope goes so far
as to give us a Shakespeare who is not of bis own age at all, but an
enlightened modern traveling among Elizabethans and Jacobeans in
disguise: he "is like some Prince of a Romance in the disguise of a
Shepherd or Peasant; a certain Greatness and Spirit nowand then break
out, which manifests his higher extraction and qualities" JProse Works,
2:15). To strip his plays of faults is only to remove his disguise and
reveal his true identity—the eighteenth-century version of Shakespeare
Our Contemporary.

Sewell, "Essay on the Ait, Rise, and Progress of the Stage," in Tht Works of Sbakesptar, ed.
Alexander Pope (London, 1725), 7:ii; David Hume, The History of Englandfrom the Invasion of
JuUus Caesar to the Kevoktion in 1688,6 vols. (Indianapolis; Liberty Fund,1983), 5:151; William
Guthrie, An Esstff upon Eng&sh Tragedy (London,1747), 7; Eliaa Haywood,The Female Spectator,
7th ed., 4 vols. (London, 1771), 2:74.
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We can see these principles in action in comments on the faults of Lear.
The play's cruelty offended eighteenth-century audiences—"too savage
and shocking," writes Johnson. He may have to accept the behavior of
the daughters becauseit "is an historical fact," but he cannot "apologise
with equal plausibility for the extrusion of Gloucesteis eyes, which seems
an act too horrid to be endured in dramatick exhibition" (ITorAr, ed.
Johnson, 6:159 [Yale Works, 8:703]). Many stage productions moved
the blinding scene offstage, and Davies suggests (with no evidence
whatsoever) that this was the practice in Shakespeare's own day:
"Shakspeare might possibly contrive not to execute this horrible deed
upon the stage, though it is so quoted in the book" {Dramatic Miscella
nies, 2:304). Coleridge was pained by his inability to account for
something so horrible. "What can I say of this scene?" he wrote in his
copy of the plays. "My reluctance to think Sh. wrong—and yet—"
{Collected Works, 6:333). And yet for all the hand wringing there was a
way out. In his discussion of the scene, Johnson reminds his readers
that "our authour well knew what would please the audience for which
he wrote" (Works, ed.Johnson, 6:159 [Yale Works, 8:703]). Steevens too
adduces evidence that "the audience for which he wrote" enjoyed such
grisly scenes by giving a few lines from Selimus, Emperor of the Turks,
noting, "I have introduced this passage to show that Shakspeare's
drama was not more sanguinary than that of his contemporaries"
(Works, ed. Johnson and Steevens, 17:500n). The poet's judgment and
taste were sound, and this horrible scene was Shakespeare's grudging
concession to popular taste.
Even the Bowdlers, who have given their name to a kind of
meddlesome expurgation, demonstrate a sincere reverence for Shake
speare's text coupled with disgust for his age. They are careful to insist
on their tide page that "Nothing Is Added," and that they omit only
"Those Words and Expressions...Which Cannot with Propriety Be
Read in a Family"—^in other words, they limit their changes to excision.
Kent's abuse of Oswald is excessive: "one that wouldst be a bawd in
way of good service and art nothing but the composition of a knave,
beggar, coward, pander and the son and heir of a mongrel bitch"
(II.ii.19-22). In the Bowdlers' edition, the passage becomes "nothing
but the composition of a knave, beggar, and coward" (Bowdler,
9:247)—apart from moving the "and" from its position in the series,
all the words are Shakespeare's. On those rare occasions when changes
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other than omissions must be made, they are always as small as
possible. Edmund's meditations on his conception (I.ii.126-33) will
never do for reading in a family:
An admirable evasion of whoremaster man, to lay his goatish
disposition on the charge of a star. My father compounded
with my mother under the dragon's tail and my nativity was
under Ursa Major, so that it follows that I am rough and
lecherous. Put! I should have been that I am had the maidenliest star in the firmament twinkled on my bastardizing.
This whole passage becomes "An admirable evasion of man, to lay his
iU disposition to the charge of a star!" (Bowdler, 9:225). All the ribaldry
is gone; without the suggestive "goatish," however, "his disposition"
runs the risk of being nonsensical. The editors' solution is to add only
a single substantive word—"ill" takes the place of "goatish."^® Their
changes are minimal, and are limited to what the Bard himself would
have authorized.
To judge by its popularity. The Tamilj Shakspeare made a convinc
ing case that it was not a mutilation but a means of making Shakespeare
paradoxically truer to himself. Lord Jeffrey explains that the Bowdlers
have "only effaced those gross indecencies which every one must have
felt as blemishes, and by the removal of which noimaginable excellence
can be affected."^^ This "every one" apparently included the playwright
himself. In this respect Shakespeare was at odds with his era: "he is by
far the purest of the dramatists of his own or the succeeding age,—^and
has resisted, in a great degree, the corrupting example of his contempo
raries." Jeffrey compares Shakespeare to the Dryden and Congreve, in
whom "the indecency belongs not to the jest, but to the character and
action." In Shakespeare, on the other hand, the indecency can be lifted
out easily, as if the playwright had grudgingly added it to appease the
groundhngs: it is "easy to extirpate the offensive expressions of our
great poet, without any injury to the context, or any visible scar or
blank in the composition." Jeffrey concludes that "the work generally

Compare their treatment of Othello, where "making the beast with two backs" becomes the
innocuous "together."
Lord Jeffrey, Edinburgh 'ReviewlX (October 1821): 53.
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appears more natural and harmonious without them." Shakespeare, that
is to say, is more Shakespearean without the hawdy.
Because removing offensive passages carries out Shakespeare's
wishes, significant rewritings could be justified as preservations rather
than deformations. Critics can denigrate anything they dislike hy
labeling it un-Shakespearean, and therefore inferior. Conversely, when
they liked something unpopular, they could declare it Shakespearean
and setde aU doubts as to its excellence. The Fool had been banned
from stage presentations for more than a century when Coleridge
wanted to make a case for his restoration. He did so by asserting that
the character was from Shakespeare's true self, not from his age: "The
Fool [is] no comic Buffoon to make the groundlings laugh," he noted
in his lectures, "no forced condescension of Shakspeare's Genius to the
taste of his Audiences" (Collected Works, 6:330).
The reason so much alteration went on unchecked in the
eighteenth century is that it was nearly impossible to discern what was
"really" Shakespeare's and what was the gratification of popular taste.
As long as readers depended on their own subjective sense of the
authorial, arguments could be made for or against any change. Greater
attention to Shakespeare's sources, though, makes the eighteenthcentury opinion more difficult to maintain. Readers were apparendy
fond of the essentials of the Lear plot: no one removed or complained
about the division of the kingdom, the two ungratefiol daughters and
one loyal one, the madness, the war. And yet we can now see that these
were the least Shakespearean elements of the play. The chronicles from
which Shakespeare derived his story and the play's immediate source,
the anonymous True Chronicle History of King Leir, include all of these
elements.^^ Meanwhile, virtually all of Shakespeare's contributions to
the legend—the Gloucester plot, the blinding, the Fool, the leap from
Dover cliff, the tragic catastrophe—were rejected by at least one
eighteenth-century rewriter. In other words, eighteenth-century readers
in fact seemed to like Shakespeare most when he conformed to the
popular taste of his age; they objected most strenuously when he made
his own contributions to the story. Had commentators considered this
Theobald was the first commentator to draw attention to Leir, and Steevens was the first
to publish it in Six Old Piffs, on which Shakespeare Founded His Measure for Measure, Cometfy of
Errors, Taming the Shrew, Kingjohn, K. Henry IV. and K. Henty V., King Lear, ed. John Nichols,
2 vols. (London, 1779).
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honestly, they might have been inclined to Tolstoy's opinion that the
earlier Leir was "incomparably and in every respect superior to
Shakespeare's adaptation."^^ But nothing of the sort shows up in the
criticism of the day. Theobald finds Ijeir "execrable" {]Vorks, ed.
Theobald, 5:217n); Percy calls it "a very poor and dull performance" (in
Ijiar and Cjmbeline, ed. Eccles, 1:503). We can see what is possible as
long as opinions about what is truly Shakespearean are not burdened
by facts.
1 want to conclude, though, not by blaming the revisers for their
ignorance or incompetence but by trying to understand them. These
confrontations with Ijat'?, problems, however distasteful they may
seem to us, serve to illuminate the eighteenth century's understanding
not merely of a single play, nor of its author, but of an entire era. The
attempts to clean up ¥ing Lear help to show us what the age of
Shakespeare meant to the age of Tate, of Pope, of Johnson, and of
Coleridge. Shakespeare's was an age that, for aU its flaws, somehow
produced a genius, and the greatest way to serve that genius was to
protect him from his own origins. This answer may not strike us as a
good one, but there is every reason to think tha't it was a sincere one.
For eighteenth-century critics and audiences, Shakespeare was most
himself when most improved.

Leo Tolstoy, Tolstoy on Shakespeare: A Critical Essay on Shakespeare, trans. V. Tchertkoff (New
York and London: Funk & Wagnalls, 1907), 62-3.

